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Objective 
 To work with organizations where my creativity skills and usability techniques can be leveraged to create 
physical and cognitive harmony between products and humans

1 - Sasken Communications  
      as a ‘User Experience Designer’

27th May 2010 - Till Date

Education

Industrial design Centre, Indian institute of technology, Mumbai - India
Masters in Interaction Design 2007 - 2009

Late Bhausaheb College Of Architecture, Mumbai, India, first division
 

Bachelor of Architecture 2002 - 2006

Key responsibilities include conceptualizing, designing and providing UI specifications for various mobile 
platforms including Android and iphone

2 - Zenith Infotech
      as a ‘User Experience Designer’

Aug 2009 - April 2010

Key responsibilities include anaysing task, Mapping UI patterns, forming information architecture, designing 
User interface & conducting usability test of the final product

Vutelepresence
Was Involved in designing an intuitive user interface for - video conferencing product  for 32 “, 40 ,“ 55 “ 
LCD models with wireless keyboard and mouse.My responsibilities were to do heuristics of competitive 
brands,to build an effective UI which gives user a complete communication experience to converse, share 
and archive and Finally to test the UI for usability issues. 

Kavach

Also I was involved in conceptualizing, visualizing and building microsite for products made by women’s 
welfare group 

Designed a sentiment analysis tool for stakeholders to help them to promote their productin a possitive way 

Kutenda
Designed web analytic tool helpful to find loopholes in the existing website and to correct those with 
appropriate solutions.

3 - Internship at Oracle- Bangaluru
     as a ‘User Experience Designer

Designed set of guidelines for projection-based display systems and optimized it for ‘Enterprise Manager 
11g User Interface’

4 - Wizcraft entertainment pvt.Limited
     as a set designer and visualiser

Clients : Small medium enterprise Awards 07 ,Product launch for olay, sahara TV, Star Tv, Corporate
events for Detusche bank, Barklays bank, Mahindra & Mahindra,Reliance.

5 - Ratan J.Batliboi & Associates
as an junior architect

Projects : Marine Drive redevelopment project (Mumbai),Reliance Pipeline Project ( security system and
 landscape) ,Interiors of UTV office, residences

Apr - June 2008

Jan - July 2007

Jul - Dec 2006



M.des, Degree Projects

Dec 08 - Apr 20092.- Home Budget application for Keybased mobile phone - stage 2

Academic work

Jul - Nov 20081 - Home Budget application for touch screen mobile phone - stage 1 

Dear diary: Social networking Project @ Google

Rozgar : Social networking project 

Yatri: Cognitive interaction project

Heuristic evaluation

Usability evaluation

Spoon for visually impaired people

Product design project

Computer skills

Hobbies

Interaction design projects

In this project I observed how people from different cultural, economical backgrounds do home accounting 
and most popular methods adopted by families . With this data I designed a touch screen based mobile 
phone application called “ Money Planner “which guides user planning his budget as perhis spending 
pattern & future expenses.

The objective of project was to design new age home budgeting application for different types of key-based 
mobile phones. Depending on the descending order of resolution of the screen ; how & which data will be 
visible to the user was a challenge. After doing heuristic of my previous product Iredesigned U.I , made 
working prototype and did usability evaluation of the product by recruiting users.

The project was done in collaboration with on social networking.
Dear diary is a mobile application designed for dispersed group to keep them connected with their loved ones.

'Rozgar' is a hub system where people can get registered to form a work network & system will update those 
regarding jobs as per their skill-sets, time and networking locality.

'Yatri' is an interactive time representation on mobile phone for travelers.
'Yatri' not only enables user to write and maintain a travel log on mobile phone but also helps user to organize 
their present tour and share travel experience with friends.

Heuristic evaluation of a ' windows vista inbuilt DVD writing software’

Usability evaluation of www.cricbuzz.com
User testing with Nokia cell phones to find out difficulty faced by user while using devnagari input.

Designed special spoon for visually impaired people by analyzing problems faced by them while eating
with regular spoon.

Adobe flash , Adobe flash lite, Swish max, Adobe Dream weaver, Adore Illustrator, Adobe Indesign ,
Adobe Photoshop ,CoralDRAW, 3ds max, Autocad, Axure

Dancing , swimming , traveling , cooking , reading , interacting with people
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